Summer Reading Packet
*Complete one activity for each book.
(Due Monday, August 14, 2017)
§

Make a poster advertising the book as a movie. The poster must reflect an
understanding of the overall theme of the book and persuade viewers to see the
movie. Poster must reflect main characters and plot.

§

Students can write 10 diary entries as a main character in the book. Entries
must include information that reflects understanding of the setting , as well as a
detailed diary description of a problem character is facing, an event that
character reflects on or characters thoughts and feelings about their
problem. Each entry must be at least a page. Diary should have a cover that
reflects the main character with a title. Each entry should have a date. The 10
entries should be chronological and reflect characters thoughts or events from
beginning to end of book.

§

Write a new ending for the book. This should include a brief summary of the
book from the climax to the resolution. Student should rewrite from this point
on and explain why he/she thought this ending would be better.

§

Write an acrostic poem for two characters in the book that are in
conflict. Make each letter in the acrostic reflect the character's reason for
conflict, feelings or attitude. Acrostic will spell out the letters of each character's
name. For each letter in the name student should include a detail that reflects
who the character is, conflict, feelings and actions related to the conflict. Can be
done as a poster.

§

Put the book on trial. Decide if the book should or should not be included in a
reading list for middle school students. Put the book on trial and either defend
or support the book with clear evidence from the book. Give at least five
reasons for or against the book. Give evidence to support your reasons from the
book. Each piece of evidence should include page number for evidence. Include
the title of the book and author in your essay. Essay should include a last
paragraph as a closing argument.

